This study investigates the structure of films spin-coated from blends of the semiconducting polymers poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) and poly{2,6-[4,4-bis-(2-ethylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta [2,1-b;3,4-b 0 ]dithiophene]-alt-4,7(2,1,3-benzothiadiazole)} (PCPDTBT). Such blends are of potential use in all-polymer solar cells in which both the acceptor and the donor material generate excitons to contribute to the photocurrent. Prompted by threefold performance gains seen in polymer/fullerene and polymer blend solar cells upon addition of pristine graphene, devices are prepared from P3HT/PCPDTBT blends both with and without graphene. This report focuses on the morphology of the active layer since this is of critical importance in determining performance. Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) is utilized to study this polymer blend with deuterated P3HT to provide contrast and permit the investigation of buried structure in neat and graphene-doped films. SANS reveals the presence of P3HT crystallites dispersed in an amorphous blend matrix of P3HT and PCPDTBT. The crystallites are approximately disc shaped and do not show any evidence of higher-order structure or aggregation. While the structure of the films does not change with the addition of graphene, there is a perceptible effect on the electronic properties and energy conversion efficiency in solar cells made from such films. Determination of the active layer morphology yields crucial insight into structure-property relationships in organic photovoltaic devices.
Introduction
Organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices offer several advantages over traditional solar cells such as lower-cost fabrication, lower-temperature processing, greater mechanical flexibility, tunable bandgaps and solution processing methods Deibel & Dyakonov, 2010; Facchetti, 2013; Heeger, 2010; Helgesen et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012) . Some of the most studied OPV systems consist of blends of the p-type polymer poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl), P3HT, with the n-type fullerene derivative phenyl C 61 butyric acid methyl ester, PCBM (Deibel & Dyakonov, 2010; Heeger, 2010; Helgesen et al., 2010) . P3HT has become a model p-type material owing to its relatively high hole mobility and its strong absorption in the visible regime. Although PCBM absorption is mismatched with the standard AM1.5G solar spectrum, the high electron mobility of PCBM affords high power conversion efficiency () of up to 4% in blends with P3HT (Chen et al., 2011; Li et al., 2007) . Poly{2, Soci et al., 2007) . Although generally considered a p-type material in OPV devices, PCPDTBT has been shown to exhibit an n-type field effect, allowing for electron transport through this material (Morana et al., 2008) . With a lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) level of À3.5 eV, PCPDTBT should function as an electron acceptor material in blends with P3HT (Mü hlbacher et al., 2006) . Additionally, the similar absorption spectrum of PCPDTBT to the emission spectrum of P3HT allows for resonance energy transfer to further improve device performance (Clark et al., 2007; Soci et al., 2007) . Although the UV-visible absorption spectra are presented in the literature (Liu et al., 2012) , the performance of P3HT/PCPDTBT devices has not previously been reported. Therefore, motivated by the broad spectral coverage, favourable offset of highest occupied molecular orbital and LUMO levels (see Fig. S1 in the supporting information), and satisfactory charge carrier mobility (Agostinelli et al., 2011; Chambon et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2014; Fischer et al., 2013; Gu et al., 2012; McNeill & Greenham, 2009; Morana et al., 2008; Mü hlbacher et al., 2006; Shao et al., 2014) , we investigated the performance of P3HT/PCPDTBT OPV devices.
Pristine graphene (PG) may be incorporated to impart higher charge carrier mobility and thus improve device performance (Jin et al., 2015; Robaeys et al., 2014; Yu & Kuppa, 2013) . Graphene is a two-dimensional allotrope of carbon that possesses high charge carrier mobility (up to the order of 100 000 cm 2 (Vs) À1 (Iwan & Chuchmała, 2012; Novoselov et al., 2004) . This high mobility is of interest because the addition of PG augments the relatively low charge carrier mobilities of semiconducting polymers in the resulting composite active layer (Choulis et al., 2004) . Recent work has shown that the addition of PG to P3HT/PCBM devices resulted in significantly increased short-circuit current density (J sc ) and power conversion efficiency () due to the high charge carrier mobility of PG (Robaeys et al., 2014; Yu & Kuppa, 2013) . Such improvements were also seen in polymer blend solar cells using P3HT and poly [(9,9-di-n-octylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-alt-(benzo[2,1,3] thiadiazol-4,8-diyl)], F8BT, where a non-monotonic dependence of J sc on graphene addition was observed, showing a maximum of a threefold increase in efficiency and short-circuit current density (Jin et al., 2015) .
Similar performance increases were seen in the present work with 40:60 (by weight ratio) P3HT/PCPDTBT OPV devices (device structure shown in Fig. S2 ) with the PG additive as shown by the example J-V curves in Fig. S3 . However, P3HT/PCPDTBT solar cells show relatively low performance (see Fig. S4 and Table S1 ), hypothesized to be the result of non-ideal active layer morphology (Bates, 1991; Utracki, 2002) . The bulk heterojunction (BHJ) nanostructure is believed to be the ideal OPV device morphology, possessing domain sizes that are of the order of exciton diffusion lengths and charge percolation pathways to the electrodes Deibel & Dyakonov, 2010; Facchetti, 2013; Heeger, 2010; Helgesen et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012) . To understand the active layer morphology in P3HT/PCPDTBT blends, we use smallangle neutron scattering (SANS), a powerful technique for characterization of nanoscale structures (Arrighi & Higgins, 2004; Gabrys, 2000; Glatter & Kratky, 1982; Hammouda, 2017; Roe, 2000) . Because of the large difference in scattering length density (SLD) between hydrogen and deuterium, deuterium labelling allows for high contrast in neutron studies on polymer blends of otherwise similar SLD (Gabrys, 2000; Roe, 2000) .
Reciprocal-space measurements using SANS (Chen et al., 2011; Yin & Dadmun, 2011) , small-angle X-ray scattering (Guo, Ruderer et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2012; Kohn et al., 2013) , neutron reflectivity Rochester et al., 2012; Shao et al., 2014) , X-ray reflectivity (Guo, Ruderer et al., 2013) and resonant soft X-ray scattering (Guo, Kozub et al., 2013) along with real-space measurements using microscopy (Chang et al., 2013; Kozub et al., 2011) have revealed the active layer morphology in P3HT/PCBM films. Previous studies on P3HT/PCBM (Chen et al., 2011 Yin & Dadmun, 2011) and PCPDTBT/PCBM (Agostinelli et al., 2011; Gu et al., 2012) OPV devices have revealed these systems to consist of both polymer and PCBM crystallites with large fractions of miscible polymer and fullerene, matching the ideal BHJ nanostructure. The crystal structure of P3HT has been determined to be orthorhombic Kim et al., 2006) and P3HT was observed to form rectangular parallelepiped crystallites in solution . In films drop cast from such solutions, the longer directions of the parallelepiped are oriented along the surface . In this work, we perform SANS measurements on P3HT/PCPDTBT active layer films with PG additive to characterize the polymeric active layer morphology in these all-polymer OPV devices.
Experimental
Side-chain deuterated P3HT [C 10 HD 13 S, MW = 14 000 g mol À1 , polydispersity index (PDI) = 1.2, regioregularity > 98%], dP3HT, was synthesized at the Center for Nanophase Materials Sciences, which is a Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Science User Facility, according to the scheme reported by Shao et al. (2014) and was used as received. PCPDTBT (MW = 36 000 g mol À1 , PDI = 2.4) was obtained from 1-Material Inc. and was used as received. PG was obtained by exfoliation of graphite powder (325-mesh, 99.8% purity, obtained from Alfa Aesar) in equimolar C 6 H 6 /C 6 F 6 followed by centrifugation at 10 000 r min À1 for 1 min (Oyer et al., 2012) . PG was then transferred into o-dichlorobenzene (o-DCB) by adding the PG solution to a dilute solution of dP3HT in o-DCB and heating at 373 K. Thermo Scientific Gold Seal 3 Â 1 00 (1 00 = 25.4 mm) glass microscope slides were cut to 1 Â 1 00 and cleaned via sonication in acetone followed by sonication in 2-propanol. Solutions containing dP3HT and PCPDTBT in weight ratios of 40:60 and 50:50 at concentrations of 16.7 and 20 mg ml
À1
, respectively, were prepared with PG loadings from 0 to 0.45 wt%. Active layer films were spin coated from o-DCB at 1000 r min À1 in an N 2 -filled glovebox. The film thickness was measured using a KLA TENCOR P-10 surface profiler and was between 100 and 150 nm for each polymer film. Four active layer films, each spin coated onto a glass research papers substrate, were stacked to increase the total sample thickness for increased scattering volume and, therefore, increased intensity.
SANS experiments were performed at BL-6 EQ-SANS at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Scattering from a Porosil-B standard was measured to enable absolute intensity scaling of the collected SANS data. The sample transmission was measured for 5 min, with a subsequent scattering measurement of approximately 2 h. After the SANS data had been collected from as-cast films, the samples were annealed in a vacuum oven at 423 K for 10 min and the small-angle scattering was re-measured. Raw data from the two-dimensional area detector were reduced to one-dimensional scattering curves using Mantid (Arnold et al., 2014; Mantid Project, 2013) . Background scattering from a stack of four glass slides was subtracted from the one-dimensional data to yield scattering data from the dP3HT/PCPDTBT films.
Results and discussion
Grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) data on these films, shown in Fig. S5 , indicate crystallization of P3HT and the out-of-plane 100 peak position matches results found in the literature Kohn et al., 2013) , while PCPDTBT crystallization was not observed (Agostinelli et al., 2011; Gu et al., 2012) . The 100 reflection is normal to the substrate Kim et al., 2006) , and it is inferred in the literature that the P3HT crystallites are oriented parallel to the substrate. However, the low intensity and broad nature of this peak suggest that there is only slight orientation and that the crystallites are small. As in many polymer blends (Utracki, 2002) , the crystallinity of P3HT is depressed owing to the presence of PCPDTBT, and a depressed 020 reflection is observed from the in-plane GIXRD data presented in Fig. S5B Kohn et al., 2013) . From the SANS data (shown in Fig. 1 ), it is inferred that there is no agglomeration of dP3HT crystallites since there is no power law in the lowest-q regime. While this does not preclude interparticle interactions it strongly supports the absence of large-scale agglomerates for polydisperse samples. Therefore, the scatterers in the SANS experiments are believed to be dP3HT crystallites and analysis according to Guinier's law is applicable. Since the crystallites are of unknown size and shape, the low-q region of the scattering data is fitted using equation (1), Guinier's law, to yield the radius of gyration (R g ) of the dP3HT crystallites and the zero-angle scattered intensity, I 0 , of the sample (Glatter & Kratky, 1982; Guinier & Fournet, 1955; Roe, 2000) :
Equation (1) is applicable for qR g < 3 1=2 and yields R g,low-q for the dP3HT crystallites. Since absolute scaling of the scattering data has been performed via comparison with the Porosil-B standard, I 0 is directly proportional to the average particle volume (v p ), the crystallite volume fraction (' 1 ) and the second power of SLD contrast (Á) through equation (2) (Glatter & Kratky, 1982; Roe, 2000) :
The higher-q regions of the scattering curves are fitted using a power law, shown in equation (3), for each structural level to determine the exponent, (Glatter & Kratky, 1982; Hammouda, 2017; Roe, 2000) :
In the medium-q regime (0.007 Å À1 < q < 0.012 Å À1 ), 1 < 3 represents an apparent mass fractal dimension of the scatterers. Although the crystallites do not agglomerate to form fractal structures, the mass fractal concept may be used to describe how the mass of a particle scales with its size. For example, a solid object of = 4 at high q and = 2.2 in the medium-q regime may be a crumpled sheet (Balankin et al., 2007; Beaucage, 2004) . The scattering data show no dependence on the concentration of PG in the blend, suggesting that the small amounts of PG do not significantly influence the morphology at the length scales probed by SANS. Scattering from the PG sheets themselves would occur at lower q than can be probed by the SANS instrument owing to their microscale lateral dimensions. Annealed samples generally showed similar values of R g and compared with the as-cast samples. The values of I 0 are higher for both the 50:50 samples and the annealed samples because of the increased dP3HT crystalline volume fraction and higher SLD contrast between crystalline and amorphous phases in the blend. Table 1 presents the results of Guinier's law and power law fits to the scattering data.
The unified fit program in the Irena package for Igor Pro (Ilavsky & Jemian, 2009 ) is a powerful tool that permits determination of structural parameters despite potential difficulty in applying an exact structure-factor model (Beaucage, 1995 (Beaucage, , 1996 Ilavsky & Jemian, 2009) . By discretizing the scattering data into Guinier's law and power law regimes using the unified scattering function, the size and selfsimilar scaling are determined across multiple structural levels (Beaucage, 1995 (Beaucage, , 1996 . Three distinct power law regimes were seen with exponents of 0 at low q, roughly 2 at medium q and 4 in the high-q regime. Aggregation of dP3HT crystallites is not likely since there is no power law slope in the lowest-q regime and there is no measurable impact of interparticle interaction due to agglomeration of the dP3HT crystallites (Glatter & Kratky, 1982; Hammouda, 2017; Roe, 2000) . An example fit of the unified scattering function to the SANS data is shown in Fig. S6 .
Particle size scales in roughly two dimensions (i.e. discs or lamellae) and particles are dense with smooth interfaces at short length scales (within the particles); therefore, scattering from disc-like particles is hypothesized. Assuming disc-like scattering particles, the low-q R g can be decoupled to determine radius, R, and thickness, t, through equation (4) (Glatter & Kratky, 1982; Hammouda, 2017; Roe, 2000) :
Since med-q is close to 2, a modified form of Guinier's law for flat objects is employed (Feigin & Svergun, 1987 
Equation (5) is valid over a narrow fitting range to satisfy q Â R g,med-q < 1 and an example fit is shown in Fig. S7 . While R g,low-q corresponds to the radius of gyration of a dP3HT crystallite about its centre of mass, R g,med-q corresponds to the radius of gyration of the particle about its scaling dimension. Therefore, R g,med-q corresponds to the thickness of the dP3HT crystallites and equation (4) may be modified to determine t (Feigin & Svergun, 1987; Glatter & Kratky, 1982; Hammouda, 2017) :
Combining equations (4) and (6) yields average values of t and allows R to be calculated for the scattering particles in each sample. Modification of Guinier's law for flat objects offers an alternative method to determine thickness that complements the results of the unified scattering function. The slopes of the least-squares fits to equation (5) suggest that the dP3HT crystallites have appreciable thickness and that propagation of uncertainty accounts for polydispersity in particle size. The values of t and R obtained from these calculations are summarized in Table 2 . Fig. 2 shows Kratky plots [q 2 I(q) versus q] in the 0.003 q 0.04 regime. Kratky plots of the scattering data for linear (rodlike) structures will show positive slopes in the high-q regime while particulate systems will show negative slopes at high q. From the GIXRD data shown in Fig. S5 , it is inferred that the P3HT crystallites are preferentially oriented parallel to the substrate Kohn et al., 2013) . Furthermore, Fig. 1 suggests that there is no agglomeration of dP3HT crystallites. Peak positions were determined by fitting a power law on each side of the peak and recording the point of intersection. An example of this procedure is illustrated in Fig. S8 . The long period, L, of the dP3HT crystallites can be determined from the position of the maximum in the Kratky plots and indicates a characteristic length scale in the sample (Gabrys, 2000; Glatter & Kratky, 1982; McCulloch et al., 2013; Yin & Dadmun, 2011) : Although no dependence of L on graphene concentration was observed, increasing the weight fraction of dP3HT from 40 to 50% generally resulted in increased long periods. Thermal annealing showed no significant impact on the long period. The calculated values of L were of the order of 70-80 nm for 40:60 dP3HT/PCPDTBT blends and 80-90 nm for 50:50 dP3HT/PCPDTBT blends. Using the average values of R and t, the calculated values of L are greater than the longest possible chord within the respective scattering particles for each sample. This result reinforces the non-aggregating nature of the dP3HT crystallites, as also indicated by the scattering data presented in Fig. 1 . Values of q max and L are given in Table S2 .
The correlation function, (r), is the radially averaged selfconvolution of the SLD distribution shown in equation (8) (Feigin & Svergun, 1987; Glatter, 1979; Glatter & Kratky, 1982; Guinier & Fournet, 1955; Roe, 2000) :
An example correlation function is shown in Fig. S9 . Assuming constant Á for a two-phase system, (r) is solely related to particle geometry. Moreover, (0) is invariant with respect to the geometry of the scatterers and is indicative of the total scattering power of the sample. For a two-phase system, the scattering invariant per unit volume, Q, may be decomposed to the product of the volume fractions of the two phases and the second power of Á, shown in equation (9) (Feigin & Svergun, 1987; Glatter, 1979; Glatter & Kratky, 1982; Guinier & Fournet, 1955; Roe, 2000) :
Since Q is invariant, it is a useful quantity to calculate volume fractions and SLD contrast for a two-phase system (Feigin & Svergun, 1987; Glatter & Kratky, 1982; . The pair distance distribution function, p(r), is an inverse Fourier transformation of the scattering data; by transforming the scattering data from the reciprocal-space to the real-space domain using equation (10), it becomes easier for one to grasp geometric structures present in the sample:
IðqÞðqrÞ sinðqrÞ dq: ð10Þ
Because p(r) is an inverse Fourier transformation, it is subject to integration errors if the integral is not carried out from zero to infinity (Glatter, 1979 (Glatter, , 1980 Glatter & Kratky, 1982) . Although SANS provides data over a finite range of reciprocal space, Guinier's law was used to extrapolate in the low-q regime and Porod's law [equation (3) for = 4] was used to extrapolate in the high-q regime to minimize integration errors contributing to this analysis (Feigin & Svergun, 1987; Gabrys, 2000; Glatter, 1980; Glatter & Kratky, 1982; Willerich & Grö hn, 2008) . The pair distance distribution function, p(r), plots the relative probability of finding pairs of volume elements, separated by a distance r within the scatterer, and is plotted in Fig. 3 using a step size of 10 Å . As separation distance r approaches t, boundary losses subtract from p(r) and, for dilute systems, the point at which p(r) = 0 is the maximum intraparticle distance, D max . At the maximum in p(r), volume elements are equally likely to be inside or outside of the scatterer. Isotropic scatterers show a maximum in p(r) at r ' 0.525D max but anisotropy will shift this maximum to lower values of r as a result of boundary losses (Glatter, 1979; Glatter & Kratky, 1982) . In concentrated systems, such as the polymer films investigated in this work, further losses to p(r) are incurred owing to interference of the scattered waves; Table 2 Comparison of thickness (t) and radius (R) obtained via various models.
The SLD contrast between phases 1 and 2 is calculated by weighting the SLDs of dP3HT and PCPDTBT by the respective volume fractions of each polymer within phase 2, shown in equation (12).
Thickness (nm)
Radius (nm) PG loading (wt%)
Equations (4) and (6) Equations (4) and (13) f(r) p t (r)
Equations (4) and (6) Equations (4) and (13) As-cast 40:60 0.00 13.1 AE 1.4 13.2 AE 0. (Feigin & Svergun, 1987; Glatter, 1979 Glatter, , 1980 Glatter & Kratky, 1982; Willerich & Grö hn, 2008) . Although D max may be obtained from p(r) for dilute systems, it is difficult to determine particle dimensions from p(r), especially in concentrated systems. Using the same volume element construction as in p(r), there is less ambiguity in extracting dimensions of flat particles when plotting the distance distribution of a plane, f(r), shown in equation (11) (Glatter, 1979 (Glatter, , 1980 Glatter & Kratky, 1982; Willerich & Grö hn, 2008) :
f(r) is plotted for the P3HT/PCPDTBT samples in Fig. 4 . Since there is minimal boundary loss for r < t, p(r) increases quadratically in this regime, while transition to a linear slope is observed at r = t. f(r) increases linearly until boundary losses result in a rapidly decreasing slope and the appearance of a maximum as r approaches t. An inflection point in f(r) is observed at r = t and the thickness of the flat particles is read from this point. At longer length scales, f(r) decreases linearly to a minimum value at r ' D max , corresponding to the distances on the surface of a cylinder of radius r and thickness t (Glatter, 1979) . From the discussion in the article by Glatter (1979) , the linear decrease in f(r) for r > t is the expected trend in f(r) for lamellar particles and this supports the hypothesis that the dP3HT crystallites are disc-like particles (Feigin & Svergun, 1987; Glatter, 1979 Glatter, , 1980 Glatter & Kratky, 1982; Willerich & Grö hn, 2008) . The thickness pair distance distribution function, p t (r), yields another measure of thickness for two-dimensional particles; an example of p t (r) is shown in Fig. S10 (Glatter & Kratky, 1982) .
Absolute intensity scaling allows use of Q, calculated using equation (8) for r = 0, to determine the volume fractions of each phase (' 1 and ' 2 ), via equation (9), if Á is known. Since PCPDTBT was not observed to crystallize from GIXRD experiments (see Fig. S5 ) on P3HT/PCPDTBT films, the twophase system is expected to consist of crystalline dP3HT (Utracki, 2002; Yang, 2012) as phase 1 and a blend of amorphous dP3HT and PCPDTBT as phase 2 . SLDs of both dP3HT and PCPDTBT were determined experimentally via neutron reflectometry experiments. The SLD of the dP3HT was determined to be 5.6 Â 10 10 cm À2 from comparison of the neutron reflectometry data on dP3HT/PCBM blends shown in Fig. S11 with the literature (Shao et al., 2014; Lee & Dadmun, 2014) . The SLD of PCPDTBT was determined to be 1.15 Â 10 10 cm À2 from neutron reflectometry measurements on a thin PCPDTBT film (shown in Fig. S12) . These values agree with the SLDs of 5.78 Â 10 10 cm À2 for crystalline dP3HT and 1.15 Â 10 10 cm
À2
for PCPDTBT calculated using the scattering contrast calculator in the Irena package for Igor Pro (Ilavsky & Jemian, 2009) . The SLD of phase 1, the dP3HT crystallites, is set to 5.78 Â 10 10 cm
, while the SLD of phase 2, the amorphous polymer blend, ranges between 1.15 Â 10 10 and 5.6 Â 10 10 cm
. The SLD contrast between the two phases is calculated using equation (12):
This linear combination permits calculation of Á and ' 1 by simultaneous solution of equations (9) and (12). Although the SLD of PG is relatively high (roughly 7 Â 10 10 cm À2 ), the volume fraction of PG is low in the composite active layer films; therefore, the contribution of PG to the scattered intensity is negligible. As expected, thermal annealing results in increased crystalline dP3HT volume fractions in the dP3HT/PCPDTBT films (shown in Fig. S13 ). Following calculation of ' 1 and Á, I 0 can be used to calculate the average particle volume, v p , using equation (2) Distance distribution of a plane, f(r), calculated for films of (a) as-cast 40:60, (b) as-cast 50:50, (c) annealed 40:60 and (d) annealed 50:50 dP3HT/ PCPDTBT films with various PG loadings. Boundary losses result in a maximum in f(r) and the particle thickness is read from the transition point to the linear regime at r = t. a right circular cylinder depends on the radius, R, and thickness, t:
Since R g,low-q is known and is a function of only R and t [shown in equation (4)], simultaneous solution of equations (4) and (13) yields a set of average R and average t for each sample. The values of radius and thickness of the dP3HT crystallites are summarized in Table 2 . The consistent findings presented in this work allow construction of a model for the active layer morphology in P3HT/PCPDTBT OPV devices, consisting of disc-shaped P3HT crystallites dispersed in a blend of amorphous P3HT and amorphous PCPDTBT, as shown in Fig. 5 . The active layer morphology for the P3HT/PCPDTBT cells (depicted in Fig. 5 ) is not commensurate with the ideal BHJ nanostructure, which consists of n-type electron donor domains and p-type electron acceptor domains finely blended to promote charge carrier dissociation at the donor/acceptor interfaces (Chen et al., 2011; Gu et al., 2012; Kohn et al., 2013; Yin & Dadmun, 2011) . Although the p-type domains exist (the P3HT crystallites), the lack of a pure acceptor domain significantly reduces electron transport. The disconnected P3HT crystallites do not form continuous charge percolation pathways to the anode, further reducing device performance. Although the addition of PG resulted in slightly improved solar cell efficiency, it had no measurable impact on the active layer morphology. We speculate, on the basis of our earlier work (Jin et al., 2015; Yu & Kuppa, 2013) , that PG provided additional pathways for charge transport, but the exact mechanism of performance enhancement requires further investigation beyond the scope of this study.
Conclusion
Addition of pristine graphene to the active layer of P3HT/ PCPDTBT all-polymer photovoltaic cells significantly increased solar cell performance. On an absolute scale, however, the overall cell performance was sub-optimal owing to the non-ideal active layer morphology. Small-angle neutron scattering was used to investigate the nanostructure in these OPV devices. Through several independent analyses of the SANS results for 40:60 and 50:50 P3HT/PCPDTBT blends (w/ w) with small amounts of PG, we determine the structure in these active layer films to consist of disc-like P3HT crystallites dispersed in a blend of amorphous P3HT and PCPDTBT. Despite performance gains, PG loading up to 0.45 wt% was not seen to affect the nanostructure. Consistent dimensions for the radius and thickness of the P3HT crystallites were determined by independent analyses, allowing for construction of the model shown in Fig. 5 . The non-aggregating, disconnected P3HT crystallites and the lack of a pure PCPDTBT phase preclude the formation of continuous charge carrier percolation pathways to the anode and cathode, respectively. Therefore, photovoltaic device performance is reduced. Understanding such structure-property relationships and determination of active layer morphology are of critical importance in designing high-performance all-polymer solar cells.
Figure 5
Cross section of proposed active layer morphology in dP3HT/PCPDTBT thin films studied via SANS. Active layer films consist of dP3HT crystallites dispersed in a blend of amorphous dP3HT and PCPDTBT. Average particle dimensions of R ' 35 nm, t ' 15 nm and L ' 80 nm are indicated.
